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A new way of product development

The Lean Startup – or Lean Innova-

tion – is an approach that focuses 

on running startups and launching 

new products or services effective-

ly. The typical approach for »de-

veloping new things« is to write 

a business plan, present it to in-

vestors, introduce a product, and 

start selling. But this does not work 

for everyone, especially for start-

ups. Simply put: it is too compli-

cated and costly, and the process 

takes too long for them. 

The Lean
Startup

The traditional approach to product development re-
fl ects the strategy, vision and business plans of a com-
pany. The team of product and project managers fol-
lows the plan and relevant project ideas are discussed 
and approved by steering committees. The scope is 
determined by budget and systems. Any constraint 
can aff ect product functionalities, which are subse-
quently reduced or modifi ed. Every change results in 
another loop and approval fl ows start again. Addition-
ally, interaction with the external environment is very 
limited. All of these factors cause a long »time to mar-
ket« approach with hardly any fl exibility and the initial 
scope is changed signifi cantly. The development of 
a new product or a system change typically takes 
months or years. 
 The Lean Startup approach tries to consider these 
factors and eliminate them. Hence, the key idea of the 
Lean approach recommends that only valuable activi-
ties must be incorporated and that the customer is a 
major approver.

»Lean« reduces the risk of failure

The roots of the methodology are in Lean (developed 
by Toyota), where speed and customer value have al-
ways been dominant principles. This product develop-
ment methodology initially used by startups is less 
risky and favors experiments over strategic planning, 
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If you ask me, 
our management could 

be leaner



Lean Startup inspires 
big organizations

customer feedback over management decisions, and 
agile design over traditional project development and 
testing approaches. In product development (Lean 
Startups), the following three key Lean principles are 
used:

Principle 1: Reduce the time to plan and implement 
Startups use a typical »business model canvas« dia-
gram to summarize how a company creates value for 
customers. In detail, the areas are: 

 — Activities: fi ll in the most important activities 
needed for executing your proposition. 

 — Partner network: defi ne who helps optimize 
operations and helps reduce risks. 

 — Value propositions: collect products and 
services that meet the customers’ needs. 

 — Customer segments: identify which customers 
will be targeted with the proposition. 

 — Channels: defi ne how you will reach your 
customers. 

 — Customer relationships: specify the type of 
relationship you want to create with each 
customer segment. 

 — Revenue streams: defi ne the way a company 
makes income from each customer segment. 

 — Cost structure: describe the most important 
fi nancial consequences within diff erent 
business models. 

 — Resources: list the main inputs that are used to 
create the value proposition, service its customer 
segment and deliver the product.

Principle 2: Utilize the »voice of the customer« 
Ask your potential customers and suppliers for feed-
back on all aspects of the business model, including 
product features, pricing and distribution channels. 
The emphasis is on speed when you seek opinions, 
but they still need to be gathered and evaluated prop-
erly. Based on these »voices,« all hypotheses or as-
sumptions might require revision and if needed, you 
have to start the cycle all over again by testing rede-
signed ideas. In order to get constructive customer 
feedback, it is best to mix quantitative, closed-ended 
questions (what?) and qualitative, open-ended ones 
(why?). There are several tools for working with cus-
tomers’ »voices.« They are used for either testing the 
idea itself (testing the proposition) or the acceptance 
of the solution. 

Tool example – comprehensive test: test the under-
standing of the proposition within a group of up to 
twenty people. Start by writing down the value propo-
sition in up to three sentences, show this to each par-
ticipant for a few moments and then hide it again. Ask 
the participants to describe the value proposition in 
their own words. If around 80 percent of the explana-
tions are comparable to the real one, it is a positive re-
sult. If not, the product needs modifi cation. 

Tool example – smoke test (startup edition): the value 
proposition is presented to the customer. Feedback 
from customers is based on the exchange of some 
form of payment. Customers may pay real money or 
with commitments to give something intangible but 
personal. Good examples are personal data and email 
addresses. The willingness to pay for a product is mea-
sured and evaluated.

Principle 3: Develop faster, pilot it and learn from that 
For the implementation, use agile development tech-
niques, which eliminate wasted time and resources. 
Typically, startups create Minimum Viable Products 
that are tested by customers. If the feedback reveals 
that the idea is wrong, startups either revise them or 
convert them into new hypotheses. Once a model is 
proven, they implement the solution (employing agile 
techniques). Each stage of development is iterative: 
A startup will probably fail several times before fi nding 
the right approach. Learning from failures, or even 
celebrating them, supports the mindset to soon be-
come successful.

Tool example – concierge tests: they allow a few cus-
tomers to test a pilot product for a certain time. Ask 
questions at the end of the testing period, such as 
»Does the solution solve a real customer problem?« 
or »What is the minimum feature set required to imple-
ment a solution?« You will learn what your customers 
expect and if they are the right target group.

 
1–2–3: Build, measure, learn 

The process of product development can be simplifi ed 
and described in three phases. To summarize them: In 
the »Build« phase, the ideas are turned into proposition 
of the products or services (hypothesis). The »Mea-
sure« phase tests the hypothesis and potential cus-
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A supportive infrastructure to be successful
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tomers and users are asked for feedback (customer’s 
voice). In the »Learn« phase, we decide whether to 
pivot or adhere to the solution. For pilot development, 
agile techniques are preferred because they are fast 
and fl exible during implementation.

Innovation ecosystem

The approach itself it is not enough to be really suc-
cessful; a supportive infrastructure is essential. There 
are at least seven key success factors that need to 
be implemented and aligned (see the illustration 
above). 
1. Inspiration: everyone who wants to develop 

something new needs to fi nd the right oppor-
tunity and still be inspired. 

2. Playground or sandbox: you need a space for 
creativity in order to create new products and 
innovate.

3. Skills: to develop new products or processes, 
one needs to be able to ask customers or 
investors the right questions. Startups learn 
such skills in coaching sessions or via network-
ing with experts. 

4. Tools: to lower the costs of developments. Use, 
for example, the facilities of an open-access work-
shop, like Techshop. 

5. Diplomats: those who bring people together and 
support startups by mentoring or contributing 
ideas. 

6. Investors or air support: people/companies who 
can support developments with investment capital.

7. Network: a community that inspires and can be 
learned from. 

This ecosystem needs to be continuously improved. 

Inspiration for established companies 

The Lean Startup development approach Build – 
Measure – Learn has inspired large organizations, as 
well, and more and more established enterprises are 
following this Lean approach by incorporating custom-
ers and their experience (UX) into the development 
of Minimal Viable Products. Pilot solutions are imple-
mented by means of an agile approach, where several 
iterations, together with customers, are needed to de-
velop right, profi table products.


